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SUMMARY 
Charts are presented which may be used in determining preliminary 
values of the spanwise-load, shear, bending-moment, and the accumulated-
torQue distributions of swept wings of various taper ratios. The charts 
are based on strip theory and include four aerodynamic-load distributions, 
t wo section-moment distributions, and two inertia-load distributions. The 
taper ratios considered cover the range from 1.0 to 0, and the results are 
applicable to any angle of sweep. The curves are useful in preliminary 
design work where only a rough idea of the magnitudes of shear and 
bending moment is reQuired. 
In order to illustrate the accuracy of the present results, some 
comparisons with results calculated by more accurate methods are given of 
the loads, shears, and bending moments for a hypothetical airplane 
operating at different speed ranges. 
An example is also included to illustrate the use of the charts and 
to show typical results. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the determination of the load distribution over a swept wing, 
even in the subsonic range where incompressible fluid is assumed, may be 
a long and tedious process, the fact that load distributions for several 
speed ranges may be reQuired makes it desirable that some Quick and easy 
method be available by which preliminary results may be determined. 
For this reason, strip theory has been used to establish a series of 
nondimensional charts by which the load, shear , bending moment, and 
accumulated torQue at any point along the wing span may readily be 
determined . The charts , together with the specification of load factors, 
angular velocity, and angular acceleration to be used, should serve as a 
preliminary guide in determining the sizes of the structural elements 
reQuired to support the load. The results are given in as general a form 
J 
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as possible and consist of charts covering t he distributions due to the 
additional air load, air loads due to an equal and opposite aileron 
deflection, bUilt- in-twist , damping- in- roll, wing-we i ght , normal- inertia, 
and angular- inertia distributions . The torQues about the elastic axis , 
parallel to t he X- Z plane , due to the section pitching moment s as well as 
those due to the above-ment ioned air and inertia-load dis t ribut ions are 
also included . The chart s cover the range of taper ratios from the rec-
t angular to t he pointed wing . 
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SYMBOLS AND SIGN CONVENTIONS 
wing load factor 
gross airplane weight , pounds 
wing we ight , pounds 
wing span, fee t 
a i leron span, fee t 
wing chord at any station, feet 
average chord of wing, fee t 
lateral distance measured from plane of symmetry, fest 
lateral distance measured fr om plane of symmetry as 
fraction of semispan (b72) 
distaDce from leading edge t o l ine of aerodynamic 
centers as a fraction of t he chord 
distance from leading edge to elastic axis as a 
fraction of the chord 
distance from leading edge to line of sect ion center 
of gravity as a f ra t ion of t he chord 
angle of a ttaJk, degrees 
aileron angle ree as~'~d in pla~e parallel to plane of 
s~rne ry , :::-ad a~s ,' positi-r9 downward 
angle of bu 1 :'- i:1 -~Ti3t, fr oTI !'oo t to tip, radians ; 
waahin pOi3 i t ' vs 
~ _ ___ " _ _ c _ 
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q 
v 
M 
A 
p 
p 
pb / 2V 
g 
2 
Q 
BM 
T 
rat e of change of wing lift coefficient with angle 
of attack, per radian 
effective section lift slope; rate of change of wing-
section lift coefficient with wing angle of attack, 
per radian 
rate of change of wing-sect ion lift coefficient wi t h 
aileron deflection, per radian 
rate of change of wing-section angle of 
aileron deflection for constant lift 
wing taper ratio 
dynami c pressure , pounds per square foot 
true airspeed, feet per second 
Mach number 
attack with 
at sec t ion (C25 ) 
c 2Q 
angle of sweep measured from the Y-axis to the line 
of aerodynamic centers, degrees; sweepback posi t ive 
angular velocity in r oll , radians per second 
angular acceleration in roll, radians per second per second 
helix angle described by wing tip , radians 
gravitational constant , fee t per second per second 
wing-section pi tching-moment coefficient about its 
aerodynamic center 
increment i n wing-section pitching-mo~ent coefficient 
about its aerodynamic c enter due to aileron deflection 
rQ~ing load at any spanwise station, pounds per foo~ 
verti al shear at any spanwise s tat ion, poun·is 
'l'3:-:'tical bendi ng cnomen ~ a~ any spamris5 sta":ion, 
foot-pounds 
ac umulated torque at any spanwis8 sta~ion , pound- feet 
3 
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In addition to the preceding symbols, the following sign conventions 
are used: 
1. Upward- acting loads on the wing , whatever the source, and their 
r esult ing shears and bending moments are considered positive. Thus, in 
connect ion with the air loads on the wing due to angular velocity in 
r oll and t he inertia loads due to angular acceJeration, the signs may be 
e i t her positive or negative , depending on the wing being considered and 
t he dire tion of t he roll. 
2 . Pitching moments tending to stall the airplane are considered 
pos itive . 
Other sign conventions followed in this report are shown in figure 1. 
BASIS OF CHARTS 
Geometric Characteristics of Wings 
The charts given in this report strictly apply ~o t apered wings 
hav i ng the following geometric characteristics : 
1 . The slopes of the leading and t railing edges are constant along 
t he span . 
2 . The lines of aerodynamic centers , elastic centers, and centers of 
gravi t y of the sec t ions are straight and are located a t constant fractions 
of t he chord behind the leading edge . 
3. Ai l erons and flaps have constant flap-chord ratios along the span 
and hence int roduce constant values of 6 cm. 
4. Any buil t - in or aerodynamic twist varies linearly along the span. 
5 . The wing sect ion and hence the pitchin~oment coefficient is 
constant along the span. 
Assumptions 
In addition to the above geometric res t rictions, the following 
assumptions were made: 
1 . The magnitude of the normal- force component at a given spanwise 
station is proportional to the chord and the angle of attack at the 
station. 
2. The magnitude of the wing dead weight a t any spanwise s t a t ion is 
proportional to the chord. 
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The forces and moments considered act along the lines and planes 
shown in figure 1. Loads and shears are given in planes parallel to the 
x-z plane. Bending moments and torques are calculated about axes parallel 
to the X-axis and Y-axiS, respectively. 
LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS 
The load distributions covered by the charts consist of the four 
aerodynamic and two inertia or dead-weight loadings shown in figures 2 
and 3, respectively. These figures also show the methods for obtaining 
numerical results from the charts given in figures 4 to 12. The 
accumulated-torque distributions are shown so that the effects upon the 
components of the total torque distribution of the displacement of the 
elastic axis .from the aerodynamic centers of sweep, and of the displace-
men~ of the section centers of gravity from the aerodynamics centers may 
be seen. 
Additional-load distribution.- This is the distribution associated 
with a rigid, untwisted wing, and under the assumptions made it is con-
stant in shape and varies with the load factor. The nondimensional 
loads, shears, bending moments, and torques due to this distribution are 
given in figures 4, 9( a), and 9(b). In order to obtain the actual values 
of load, shear, bending moment, and torque in a given case, the numerical 
value of the ordinate at any spanwise s tat i on is multiplied by the 
numerical value of the factor given in figure 2 which may be determined 
from the conditions of the problem. 
Ailerons-deflected distribution.- The load distribution due to 
deflecting the ailerons equally and oppositely is a zero lift distri-
bution and does not affect the total lift. The load depends on the 
amount of aileron deflection as well as on the aileron effectiveness and 
dynamic pressure. The nondimensional loads, shears, bending moments, and 
torques due to this distribution are given in figures 4, 5, 9(a), 9(b) , 
and 10. The load distributions shown apply only over the part of the span 
containing the aileron, the load becoming zero at the inboard end of the 
aileron. The shear becomes constant inboard of the control surface. The 
bending-moment and torque distributions given apply to ailerons of various 
span ratios as noted on the figures. Actual values of the lo~d, shear, 
bending moment, and torque are obtained as before. 
Built-in-twist distribution.- A linear built -in twist in the wing 
will cause distributions as shown in figures 6 and 11. In computing the 
distributions due to built-in twist alone, it is necessary to subtract 
an additional load equal to the load caused by the twist to obtain a zero 
lift distribution. The resulting diGtribution varies with angle of twist 
and dynamic pressure. Numerical values of the load, shear, bending 
moment, and torque in a given case are obtained as shown in figure 2. 
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Damping-in-roll dis t ribution.- The rolling velocity caused by the 
eQual and opposite aileron deflection results in a damping moment. The 
load distribution due to this damping moment is computed as though the 
wing has a linear antisymmetrical twist increasing from zero at the 
airplane center line to a value of the wing-tip helix angle pb/2V at the 
tip. This distribution is dependent upon the wing-tip helix angle and 
the dynamic pressure. The distributions due to damping in roll are given 
in figures 7, l2(a), and l2 (b) . 
Section pitching-moment distr ibution .- The torQue distribution is 
caused by the pitching-moment coefficients of the sections. Under the 
assumptions made previously in this report the wing sections and con-
seQuently the section pitching-moment coefficients are constant alo~g the 
span of the wing . The distribution varies as the dynamic pressure and 
is shown in figure 8. 
Deflecting the ailerons eQually and oppositely causes a change in 
the pitching-moment coeffi cient . This increment will be constant along 
the aileron span sinGe the aileron chord - wing chord ratio is assumed 
constant . The distribution varies as t he dynamic pressure. The results 
shown in figure 8 apply over the a i ler on span. Inboard of the aileron 
the accumulated torQue due to t his increment remains constant . 
WinRtweight and normal- inertia distribution .- This distribution 
results from the structural weight of t he wing. Unier the assumption 
made it is proportional to the chord and varies with the load factor and 
wing weight. The results applicable to this distribution are given in 
figures 4 and 9. The ordinates of the figures are used in conjunction 
with the factors given in figure 3 to obtain numerical values of load, 
shear, bending moment, and accumulated torQue . 
Angular- inertia distribution.- Angular acceleration in roll produces 
an angular-inertia distribution which varies as the angular rolling 
acceleration . This distribution is assumed to be proportional to the 
chord and the relative distance along the span. Figures 7 and 12 present 
the load, shear, bending-moment, and accumulated-torQue distributions 
applicable to this l oading . Numerical values are obtained as explained 
in figure 3. 
APPLICATION OF CHARTS 
In order to apply t he charts , numerical values of the Quantities 
listed in table I are reQuired . Many of these will be determined from 
the geometric characteristics of the airplane while others will depend 
upon the design conditions to be investigated. The angle 5 and the 
aerodynamic Quantities ao and c2 to be used call for addi t ional 
ex, 
comment, however , if reasonably accurate magnitudes of the load distri-
but ions directly affected by them are to be obtained. 
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As defined in the symbols, 5 is measured parallel to the plane of 
symmetry. 
The value of ~ to be used should be applicable to the particular 
section geometry of the aileron to be used and should be corrected for 
any Mach number or other effects that may exist. A guide to the value 
of ~ may be obtained from various NACA data reports. 
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The value of the effective slope cI~ to be used is more difficult 
to determine, being influenced by both Mach number and sweep and being 
neglected in the derivation of the charts. Since induction effects were 
neglected, it would be expected that errors on this account would be 
lowest where such effects are a minimum, that is, at large aspect ratios. 
Unfortunately, low aspect ratio and sweep usually occur together so that 
to obtain a practical value of cI it is suggested that the lift-curve 
~ 
slope for the entire wing CL be substituted for the section lift ~ 
slope cI • 
~ 
The lift-curve slope for the finite wing 
obta:i.ned e;i ther from tests of a wing of geometrically 
or, lacking such data, from the relation 
(A + 2) cos 11. 
CL CT ~ A + 2 cos 11. ~1I.=O 
CLu could then be 
similar plan form 
where the slope for zero sweep angle CL 1s appropriate to the ~1I.=O 
Mach number in question. The above equation takes both sweep and first-
order induction effects into account and is based on an unpublished analysis 
from the Langley stability tunnel. 
For best results the charts presented in this report should be used 
only to determine critical wing loads. 
To illustrate the use of the charts, the loads on the right wing will 
be determined for a hypothetical airplane with swept wings in an abrupt 
rolling pull-out to the right. This maneuver is chosen because it 
illustrates the use of the figures and indicates the relative importance 
of the various distributions. Values of the characteristics of a 
typical high-speed airplane with sweptback wings are assumed and are 
shown in table I. 
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Typical Calculation at 40-Percent -
Semispan Station 
nW Additional air l oad = Flll 
Fl at s tation 40 = 1.06 
nW _ 4000 b -
Load = 1 .06 x 4000 = 4240 lb/ft 
Ailerons-deflected load = F1C2 aa5qc a, 
Fl at s tation 40 = 0 as this s tation is 
inboard of the aileron 
Load = 0 
Built- in-twist l oad = F4c2 Eqc a, 
F4 at stat ion 40 = -0 . 05 
c2 Eqc; = 335 .1 
a, 
Load = -0 . 05 x 335 .1 = - 17 lb/ft 
Damping-in-roll load = F7c2a, ~ qc 
F7 at s tation 40 = 0 . 43 
c2a, ~ qc = 768 
Load = 0.43 x 768 = 330 lb/ft 
nWw Wing .weight and normal load = Fl~ 
Fl at station 40 = 1 .06 
nWw = 750 
b 
Load = - 1 .06 x 750 = - 795 lb /ft 
AngullIT- inertia load = F~ ~ 
F7 at station 40 = 0.43 
~ ~ = 163 . 5 
Load = -0.43 x 163.5 = -70 lb/ft 
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(fig. 2) 
( fig . 4) 
(table I) 
(fig. 2) 
(fig. 2) 
(fig. 6) 
( table I) 
(fig. 2) 
(fig. 7) 
( table I) 
(fig. 3) 
(fig. 4) 
( table I) 
(fig. 3) 
(fig. 7) 
( table I) 
The t otal load at the 40- percent-semi span station is the sum of the 
incr ements , 3688 pounds per foot . 
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The distribution of shear, bending moment, and accumulated torque 
along the span was found in a similar manner through the use of the curves 
of figures 4 to 12 and the factors given in table I. 
The loadings were determined along t he semispan of the right wing. 
The load, shear, bending moment, and accumulated torque are shown in 
figures 13, 14, 15, and 16, respectively. In the figures each increment 
is plotted separately to show the relative importance of each component 
of the total distributions. 
DISCUSSION 
For simplicity in manufacture, many swept wings are designed with the 
chordwise members perpendicular to some constant percent chord line. 
Moments in planes parallel and perpendicular to the chordwise members are 
usually considered in determining the necessary structure for such a 
design. The results obtained from the charts, which apply to sections 
parallel to the relative wind, may be adapted to this type of wing struc-
ture by adding the components of the bending moment and torque acting in 
this direction at t he station under consideration. This will result in 
a new torque given by 
T' EM sin A' + T cos 11' 
and a new bending moment 
EM' == EM cos A' - T sin 11' 
where A' is the angle of sweep of the selected datum. 
Although the charts are derived for loads whi ch are considered 
distributed, large concentrated weights such as landing gear, machine 
guns, ammuni tion, and so forth, t hat may be housed in the wing may easily 
be taken into account. 
The charts are applicable to wings of plan forms other than 
trapezoidal . So that distributions equivalent to those of the original 
wing may be obtained, a t rapezoidal wing with area and centroid equal to 
those of the original wing should be used. If the center of area of the 
original wing K is known, the taper ratio of the equivalent trapezoidal 
wing may be found from the relation 
31C - 1 
2 - 3K 
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The dir.lensions of the trapezoidal wing may now be determined , area and 
taper r ati o being known . An example of t his modification is shown in 
figure 17 which also shows the effects of such a subs t i tut ion upon the 
ac curacy of t he distributions due to the additional air l oad . The 
dis t ributions shown for the elliptical wing were obtained from reference 1. 
Other variable factors such as built- in or aerodynar.J.i c t wis t are a ssumed 
linear , whereas flap-chord ratio , posi t ions of the line s of centers, and 
wing section are assumed constant . Al t hough the use of t he cherts in this 
manner may reduce t he accuracy of the re sults obtained, they should stiJl 
be suitable for preliminary design work, provided t he departure from the 
original wing i s not too great . 
I t may be seen from the results of t he t ypical example as shown in 
figures 13 to 16 that t he largest part of the total di stribut i ons is due 
to the additional air load . The next largest par t is caused by wing 
weight and normal inertia . The loads due to damping in roll and to an 
equal and opposite aileron deflection a ccount for smaller parts of t he 
total distributions while angular inertia and built- in t wist account for 
even smaller parts . In the case of t he torques, t hat due to t he additional 
load i s cons iderably larger t han t hat due to t he section pitching moment 
because of the small value of cillo selected. In a straight wing this is 
almost never the case because t he additional load usually introduces only 
small torque values about the elas tic axis as compared with that due to 
section pitching moment , whi ch is independent of sweep. The int roduction 
of sweep , however, results in an increase of t he torque value due to t he 
additional air l oad above that due to section pitching moment . Since the 
addit ional load curve is aut omatically ad j usted to obtain t he area under 
the l oad curve corresponding to the assigned l oad factor, good a ccuracy 
can be expected . The load components due to built-in twist , damping in 
roll , and ai lerons deflected will probably not be known to t he same degree 
of accuracy, on a percentage basis . However, since t hese components 
present relat ively small contribut ions at the critical load condition, the 
lack of accuracy could be tolerated in preliminary design work. 
In order to indicate the relative accuracy of the result s obtained 
from the charts with results from more accurate methods and wi t h experi-
ment , several comparisons are shown in figures 18 to 20. These compari-
s ons are made for equal total lift on the wings, that is, equal shears 
at t he wing root . They are made for a wing wi t h taper r atio of 0.41S 
since t his was the only ratio for which applicable experimental data were 
available. The other characteristics remain as shown i n table I. Curves 1 
in the figures represent the distributions due to t he additional air load 
obtained from the charts . The experiment al subsonic distributions are 
given by curves 2 and are based on data fr om work done a t Ames Aeronaut i cal 
Laboratory by N. H. Van Dorn and John DeYoung . The corresponding t heore tical 
distributions from Falkner ' s method (reference 2) are given as curves 3 . 
The supersonic distributions given by figures 21 to 23 were computed using 
the method of r eference 3 for M = 1.414. I t may be seen that since t he 
results fram the charts show t hese results to be at the mos t 15 percent 
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low (in the supersonic case), the charts are of sufficient accuracy to be 
used in preliminary design work. However, it should be noted that some-
what poorer agreement may be expected at higher Mach numbers depending on 
the configuration of the design. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Charts have been presented for use in determining preliminary values 
of spanwise-load, shear, bending-moment, and accumulated-torque distribu-
tions of swept wings of various taper ratios. 
The charts will give results that are reasonably accurate when com-
pared with distributions determined by means of more accurate and 
laborious methods. On the basis of these results, the charts may be con-
sidered as being applicable in preliminary design work. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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TABLE I 
VALUES ASSUMED FOR EXAMPLE 
Load factor, n ..•. 
Gross airplane weight, W, lb. 
Wing we ight , Ww, lb 
Wing span, b , ft . 
Average wing chord, ~, f t 
Wing taper ratio , A 
Sweepback, A, deg 
Aileron span rat i o, ba /b . . • . 
Aileron chord rat io, ca /c ..... • ••.. 
Chordwise location of aerodynamic cent ers, kl' 
Chordwise location of elastic centers , k2 
Chordwise location of cent ers of gravi t y, k3 
Angl~ of built-in t wist of wing, €, deg 
Slope of sect ion lift curve , c2 , per radian 
a. 
a.5, deg . . • . . Aileron effectiveness factor, 
Pitching-moment coeffi c ient, cIno 
coefficient, 6Cm Increment in pitching-moment 
Dynamic pressure , ~, lb /s~ f t 
Aileron angle , 5 , deg 
Wing- tip helix angle, pb/2V, 
Angular acceleration in roll, 
radian • . . . . . 
p, radian/sec/sec 
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.. 
• 
· 8.0 
. 16,000 
· 3000 
. 32 
8 
0 .50 
. 45 
0 . 50 
• 0 . 25 
0 .25 
0.45 
· 0 . 50 
1.0 
6 .. 0 
· 0 . 50 
-0. 01 
.• 0.03 
400 
- 3.0 
0.04 
3 . 5 
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z 
y 
Figure 1. - Sign conventions employed. Positive· directions and 
dimensions are shown. 
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Add1t1onal Load Dlstr1but1on 
Load , Ib/ft 
PI x nW/b 
Shear , lb 
F2 x nW 
Bend1ng Moment, ft-lb 
F 3 x n!\'b 
Accumulat ed Torq ue , Ib-ft 
FlI x nWC (k 2 - k I ) 
+ F12 x nll'b tan A 
Aile r ons -defle c ted Dlstrlbutlun 
Shear; Ib 
F2 x c
La 
0 0 oqb~ 
Bendlng J,lome:1t, ft-lb 
F3 x c La ae oqb
2c 
Accumulated Torque, Ib - ft 
FIl x c La 0 0 bqb~ (k2 - k I ) 
+ F12 x c La 0 0 oqb
2C tan Jl 
Bullt-ln Twist Distri bution 
Load , Ib / ft 
FI~ x c'/; q~ 
Shear , I~ 
FsxC LC qbC 
a 
Bending Moment 
F 6 x c L C qb2c 
a 
Accumulated Torque, Ib-ft 
Fl4 x c L 6 qb~ (k2 - k l ) Cl 
+ FIS x c La€ qb2c tan Jl 
Dam ping -I n - r oll Dlstrlbutlon 
Load, Ib/ rt 
F7 x c La ~ q~ 
Shear, Ib 
FB x c La ~ qbc 
Be nding Moment, ft - Ib 
F9 x c La ~ qb2C 
AC'CUIl1ula ted Torque, Ib -f t 
FI b x c pb qb~ 
La ~ 
F pb qb2c 
... 17 x C Za 2V tan Jl 
Secti on Pitching Moment Distribution 
Accumulat ed Torque, lb-ft 
F ~ q'J~ 1 0 cmo 
Incre~ent 1n Section Pitching M~t 
%)1 salbutiao caused by Allgr-an lleflectiC7.l 
Accumulated Torque , Ib- ft 
FI Ox dC
m 
qb,,2 
Figure 2. - Summary of aerodynamic load distributions consider ed . 
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Wing Weight and Normal Inertia 
Di stri buti on 
Load, lb/ft 
Fl x nW.1b 
Shear, l b 
F2 x nYf. 
Bend i ng Moment, ft-lb. 
F3 x nWwb 
Accumulated Torque, lb-ft 
Fl1 x nW.~ (k2 - k 1 ) 
+ Fl2 x nW.b tan ~ 
+ F13 x nW.c (k3 - k1 ) 
Angular I nertia Distribution 
Load, lb/f t ~ W. 
Shear, Ib 
F7 x g"'7 
n W.b 
Fa x g 7 
Bending Moment, f t-lb 
F 2. Wwb 2 9 X g-Z-
15 
Accumulated Torque, lb-ft 
• W 
Flb x ~ ;; b~ (k2 - kl) 
. w 
+ F x £ W b 2 tan ~ 17 g 7' 
+ F18 x £ ~ bc (k3 - k1 ) 
Figure 3.- Summary of Inertia Distributions Considered. 
Figure 4. - Distributions due to additional air load, ailerons -deflected air load, and wing 
weight and normal inertia. 
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Figure 5. - Bending-moment distributions due to ailerons-deflected load for several aileron spans. 
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Figure 6. - Distributions due to linear built-in twist. 
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Figure 7. - Distributions due to damping in roll and angular inertia loads. 
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Figure 8. - Accumulated torque due to section pitChing moments. 
Figure 9.- Accumulated torque distributions · for additional air load, ailerons-deflected air load, and 
wing weight and normal inertia. 
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Figure 10. - Accumulated torque distributions due to ailerons -deflected load for several aileron spans. 
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Figure 12. - Accumulated torque distributions due to damping in roil and angular inertia loads. 
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Figure 13. - Results of typical example showing components of total 
load distribution. 
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Figure 14. - Results of typical example showing components of total 
shear distribution. 
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Figure 15. - Results of typical example showing components of total 
bending -moment distribution. 
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Figure 16. - Results of typical example showing components of total 
accumulated torque distribution. 
CharacteristIcs 
n 8.0 
W 12000 lb. 
s roo sq. ft. 
b 40 ft. 
}. (assumed wing) .40 
c (assumed wing) 7.5 ft. 
k1 (assumed wing) .250 
.285 
Figure 17. - Results, with respect to the additional air load, from use of the charts with wing of plan 
form other than trapezoidal. 
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Figure 18. - A comparison of spanwise loads obtained for theoretical 
airplane of example with " = 0.418 at subsonic speeds. 
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Figure 19. - A comparison of spanwise shears obtained for theoretical 
airplane of example with A = 0.418 at subsonic speeds. 
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Figure 20. - A comparison of spanwise bending moments obtained fo 
theoretical airplane of example with f.. = 0.418 at subsl)nic 
speeds. 
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Figure 21. - A comparison of spanwise loads obtained at supersonic 
speed for wing shown. 
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Figure 22. - A comparison of spanwise shears obtained at supersonic 
speed for wing shown. 
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Figure 23. - A comparison of spanwise bending moments obtained 
at supersonic speed for wing shown. 
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